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Education and debate: A sense of landscape
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“He never entered into relation with the picture as a whole—never faced, so to speak, its physiognomy. He had no sense whatever of a landscape or scene.”

Medical humanities provide one way to get a sense of the landscape in which individuals and societies experience sickness and health. In this issue’s Education and debate section Ruth Richardson, an interdisciplinary historian, uses a highly topical subject to show that an appreciation of medical history can illuminate current thinking in medicine. Her paper is offered, therefore, not simply or even primarily as an historical account but rather as a complementary perspective within the multifaceted approach offered by medical humanities. An education broadened by the humanities, is, of course, no guarantee that a better doctor will be produced. Indeed it is history that provides us with a stark reminder of this in the form of the doctors of Nazi Germany who were highly cultivated patrons of the arts, loving family men and yet still capable of committing atrocities. Richardson’s paper does, however, illustrate the power of history to contextualise current medical practice. She argues that some elements of medical training, as currently offered in the UK, can be inherently brutalising. The result may be to leave some doctors less humane after their training than before they began. She calls for the term “necessary inhumanity” to replace the more sanitised term “clinical detachment” on the basis that it would better remind us that only as much inhumanity as is absolutely necessary is acceptable. Richardson illustrates this argument with three historical examples of medical inhumanity that have disturbing parallels in current health scandals. Firstly she describes the moral mess that has resulted from the “donors” drawings obvious comparisons with current scandals.

Questioning medical culture and traditions has always been difficult. Medical history, as Richardson shows, can allow an uncomfortable but necessary insight into persistent failings within medicine and provide a way to challenge the paradigm. Richardson’s tales also feature humane doctors who fought on behalf of patients and their rights.Honouring those medical heroes may be another way to counter the medical culture that so often casts whistle-blowing as the act of either a traitor or a fool. Revealing the true nature of the landscape within which medical dramas are played out does not ensure practitioners will stick to the patients’ script. Nevertheless the multidisciplinary approach that is central to arts-based medical education can, at least, improve appreciation of the many perspectives and issues pertinent to health and illness. In addition it can provide fresh insight into positive and negative developments in health care delivery and give timely warnings to those prepared to heed them.
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